ABSTRACT

Fulfillment the needs of public facilities as means for visitors to conduct urination activity mostly done by manager of public building especially mall. But almost all existing urinal now and used now can’t accommodate urination activity of customer, especially for majority visitors that is moslem customers. Because of that, a new design of urinal recommended for supporting facilities in urination, it needs to redesign. The concept of Islamic urinal design intend to fulfill customers necessity for urinal at mall or other public building can be accomodated.

Concept study of this design based on studies and analysis that have connection with moslem activities in mall, studies conducted using direct questionnaire method to public especially mall’s visitors. From the result of studies conducted will be analysis to solve the problem with concept of Islamic urinal design.

The concept of Islamic urinal design itself divided to three points as design reference. First, the back splashes concept to protect user from unclean splash. Second, purification concept is the availability of facilities to accomodate users necessity after urination. Third, privation concept when urination to protect genitalia of users from public visualization.

Islamic urinal design at mall expected can be accomadate users necessity to facility of urinating in islam. And also can increase design idea for local sanitary company especially urinal producen to competitiveness for foreign products.
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